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A Coupled Wicking and Evaporation Model for
Prediction of Pool Boiling Critical Heat Flux on Structured Surfaces

Han Hu, Justin A. Weibel1, and Suresh V. Garimella1
School of Mechanical Engineering, Cooling Technologies Research Center
Purdue University, 585 Purdue Mall, West Lafayette, IN 47907 USA

ABSTRACT. Boiling is an effective heat transfer mechanism that is central to a variety of
industrial processes including electronic systems, power plants, and nuclear reactors. Micro-/nanostructured surfaces have been demonstrated to significantly enhance the critical heat flux (CHF)
during pool boiling, but there is no consensus on how to predict the structure-induced CHF
enhancement. In this study, we develop an analytical model that takes into consideration key
mechanisms that govern CHF during pool boiling on structured surfaces, namely, capillary
wicking and evaporation of the liquid layer underneath the bubble. The model extends existing
wicking-based CHF theories by introducing the competing evaporation mechanism. The model
reveals a wicking-limited regime where CHF increases monotonically with the wicking flux, and
an evaporation-limited regime where additional increases in the wicking flux do not significantly
affect CHF. The model predictions are shown to agree with experimental CHF data from the
literature for boiling of water on surfaces structured with square micropillar arrays. A parametric
study is performed for such micropillared surfaces and has identified the optimal structure based
on the competition between wicking and evaporation, capillary pressure and viscous resistance,
and conduction and liquid-vapor interfacial resistance.
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Nomenclature

db

pillar diameter, m
bubble departure diameter, m

d dry

dry spot diameter, m

*
d dry

H

critical dry spot diameter, m
gravitational acceleration, m2/s
pillar height, m

hfg

enthalpy of vaporization, J/kg

hlv

evaporation heat transfer
coefficient, W/(m2·K)

K

permeability of structures, m2

KB

effective permeability, m2

kl

q w

thermal conductivity, W/(m·K)
molar mass, kg/mol
pillar pitch, m
bulk liquid pressure, Pa
capillary pressure, Pa
liquid pressure, Pa
vapor pressure, Pa
critical heat flux, W/m2
evaporation heat flux, W/m2
critical heat flux on flat surfaces,
W/m2
Structure-induced CHF
enhancement, W/m2
wicking heat flux, W/m2

r

radial coordinate


e,avg

rarea

correction factor for wetted area


e,ch

rs
R

roughness ratio of the side wall
wicking front location, m

 w

w,ch

R*

radius of curvature, m



D

g

M

P

P0
PC
Pl
Pv

qCHF
qe

qCHF,f

qCHF,s

Greek letters
 fit
fitting parameter
difference in liquid and vapor
lv
density, kg/m3

liquid film thickness, m
c
critical film thickness, m
porosity

equilibrium contact angle at
 equ
room temperature, °
equilibrium contact angle at
 equ,b
boiling point, °
receding contact angle at
 rec,b
boiling point, °
critical wavelength of
RT
Rayleigh-Taylor instability, m
dynamic viscosity, m2/s

l
liquid density, kg/m3
s
solid density, kg/m3
v
vapor density, kg/m3
 lv
surface tension, J/m2
ˆ
accommodation coefficient
stress, Pa

e
evaporation rate, m3/s
g
gravity-driven flow rate, m3/s

w

wicking rate, m3/s

 w,ch

characteristic wicking rate,
m3/s
evaporation flux, m/s
average evaporation flux from
the meniscus, m/s
characteristic evaporation flux,
m/s
wicking flux, m/s
characteristic wicking flux, m/s
superhydrophilicity metric
 = PC KH , Pa·m3

e

2

Ru

universal gas constant, J/(mol·K)

Tboil
Ts
Tv
ur

liquid boiling point, K
surface temperature, K
vapor temperature, K
radial flow velocity, m/s

modified superhydrophilicity
metric  = PC K B H , Pa·m3
Subscripts
ch
characteristic quantities
e
evaporation
w
wicking

*

1. Introduction
Boiling is a key industrial transport process central to the operation of power plants, nuclear
reactors, electronic systems, and other applications. While nucleate boiling offers the potential for
high heat dissipation efficiency by taking advantage of the latent heat of vaporization, there exists
a critical heat flux (CHF) limit above which an insulating vapor layer covers the heated surface.
Above CHF, the heat dissipation efficiency is reduced by orders of magnitude compared to
nucleate boiling. Therefore, it is of vital importance to accurately predict CHF to inform the design
of surfaces that extend this limit.
Over a half-century ago, Zuber [1] derived a hydrodynamics-based model that accurately
captures the pool boiling CHF on flat surfaces [2-4]. Recent experimental studies [2, 3, 5-18] have
shown that using micro-/nano-structured surfaces can enhance CHF well above Zuber’s limit. A
variety of mechanisms have been proposed to explain the structure-induced CHF enhancement,
including increased three-phase contact line length [11, 16], microconvection around the bubble
[19], increased departure frequency of coalesced bubbles [3], and liquid rewetting via capillary
wicking [2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14]. Among these mechanisms, capillary wicking has been the most
widely agreed upon, with strong support from experimental data [2, 5, 10, 17]. A number of CHF
models have been developed [2, 8, 10, 17, 20, 21] based on this wicking mechanism, sharing a
 = qCHF,f
 + qw , where qCHF,f

common formulation of qCHF
represents the critical heat flux predicted

for a flat surface (i.e., without the capillary wicking) and q w represents the amount of CHF

enhancement induced by capillary wicking. While qCHF,f
is usually calculated with established

CHF models based on hydrodynamics [1], the balance of forces acting on bubbles [22], or gravitydriven rewetting [8, 10], there is no consensus on how the wicking-induced CHF enhancement q w
should be predicted.
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Table 1 summarizes the empirical, analytical, and semi-analytical models available to predict
CHF on structured surfaces. All symbols are defined in the source references, except that a generic
symbol (  fit ) is used to represent the fitting parameters in the empirical and semi-analytical
models. Many wicking-based CHF models rely on empirical relations that are developed by
correlating CHF with experimentally-measured wicking properties [2, 17, 20]. Ahn et al. [17]
characterized the wicking capability of structured surfaces by measuring the volume flux of a
droplet wicked into a structured surface, and assumed that CHF increased monotonically with the
measured wicked volume flux. Their results demonstrated wicking to be a key mechanism for CHF
enhancement on structured surfaces. Rahman et al. [2] adopted the same method as Ahn et al. [17]
to characterize the wicking capability of a broader range of structured surfaces, including
biotemplated nanostructures, square micropillar arrays of different diameter, height, and pitch, and
hierarchical structures. Their experimental data strongly supported a linear relationship between
the CHF and the measured wicked volume flux. Kim et al. [20] measured the wicking distance of
droplets spreading on structured surfaces and fitted the wicking distance as a square-root function
of time. A wicking factor was defined using the coefficient of the fitted relationship, and CHF was
reported to scale linearly with the wicking factor. Despite good agreement with experimental data,
these correlations strongly depend on the experimentally measured wicking properties, limiting
their applicability to the design of surfaces for enhanced CHF.
Recently, efforts have been made to develop analytical and semi-analytical models (including
fitted parameters) to predict the wicking-induced CHF enhancement [8, 10, 21]. Dhillon et al. [10]
derived an analytical model for CHF based on rewetting of a dry spot on the boiling surface and
predicted an optimal structure spacing resulting from the competition between capillary pressure
and viscous resistance. Kim et al. [8] derived a model for CHF on structured surfaces assuming
that CHF was governed by liquid-supply capability from the gravitational and microscopic
pressure potentials including capillary and disjoining pressures. Li and Huang [21] used

Kandlikar’s model [22] for qCHF,f
and derived the wicking-induced enhancement q w as a linear

function of the wicking front velocity in the surface structures. Their model was semi-analytical,
with the coefficient of the linear relationship fitted using experimental data. We note that existing
wicking-based CHF models have focused on developing wicking parameters to characterize the
wicking behavior of liquid on structured surfaces, followed by the formulation of a relationship
between CHF enhancement and the wicking parameters developed. A variety of standalone
4

wicking parameters have been proposed, among which Xiao et al. [23] and Allred et al. [24] have
defined representative parameters for linear wicking and radial wicking, respectively. Xiao et al.
[23] reported that the volumetric rate of linear wicking follows the Washburn-type square-root
law; a propagation coefficient was introduced for the square-root relationship. Allred et al. [24]
analyzed the volumetric rate of radial wicking and introduced a superhydrophilicity metric defined
as the product of capillary pressure, flow permeability, and the height of the structure to
characterize radial wicking behavior. Although these two studies [23, 24] did not propose CHF
theories, the wicking parameters introduced can be useful for modeling CHF enhancement during
pool boiling.

Table 1. Summary of empirical, semi-analytical, and analytical wicking-based CHF models and
proposed wicking parameters.
Reference

*

CHF Model

Type

Wicking Parameter

Empirical

Volumetric wicking
rate,  w

 = qZuber
 +  fit l hfgV  *
qCHF

Empirical

Wicking flux,  w

Kim et
al. [20]

2 *
 =  fit,1qKandlikar

qCHF
+  fit,2 l (1 −  )W 2 RT

Empirical

Wicking factor,

Kwak et
al. [13]

 = qflat
 +  fit,1 (  LC )
qCHF

Empirical

Wicking capability,  LC

Li et al.
[21]

( P−D)
qCHF = qKandlikar +  fit hfg H P −2D g cosl lv sin P2 *
P

Semianalytical

Dhillon
et al.
[10]

qCHF

Kim et
al. [8]

 = l hfg (  g +  w ) Aw
qCHF

Ahn et
al. [17]

 =  fit,1qKandlikar

qCHF
+  fit,2 l hfg  w Ah

Rahman
et al. [2]

*

 fit,2 *

(

=  s Cs min ts ,  w

) (T

crit −To



)  4 lv g

3 1 4








Wicking time scale,



(1− r ) + max ( 0, w−1 ) 

W

Analytical

 w =  ( 2lv gPC K B )

Volumetric wicking rate,
Analytical

 w = PCWH 3 ( a  LC )

Propagation coefficient,

Xiao et
al. [23]

N/A

Allred et
al. [24]

N/A

G = 2 PC K B
Superhydrophilicity metric,

 = PC KH

 fit is a generic symbol representing fitting parameters used in existing models [2,13,17,20,21].

2. Theoretical Model
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2.1 Coupled wicking and evaporation mechanism for CHF enhancement
In contrast with existing wicking-based models that relate CHF only to the wicking
characteristics of surface structures, the present work explores the coupled roles of wicking and
evaporation in determining the critical heat flux. Figure 1 (a) shows a schematic drawing of a vapor
bubble on a structured surface during boiling, with the inset illustrating wicking and evaporation
in the liquid layer underneath the bubble. Driven by capillary wicking, liquid is pumped radially
inward from the bulk surrounding pool, through the microstructures and to the edge of a circular
dry spot centered under the bubble. Simultaneously, evaporation occurs from the menisci at the
liquid-vapor interface as shown in the inset. Mass balance requires that the evaporation rate from
the liquid layer is equal to the wicking rate. This balance determines the diameter of the dry spot
underneath the bubble, which in turn governs the wicking rate because the pressure gradient that
drives the flow in the liquid layer depends on the wicking length (i.e., the distance from the bulk
liquid to the edge of the dry spot). If the dry spot diameter becomes larger, this leads to a smaller
wicking length and therefore larger wicking rate, but also results in a smaller evaporative area and
thus smaller evaporation rate. Consequently, a balance between wicking and evaporation will be
reached at some dry spot diameter for a given surface heat flux.

Figure 1. Schematic drawings of (a) a vapor bubble on a structured surface during pool boiling
with inset view of the liquid layer underneath the bubble, (b) a unit cell of a square micropillar
array on the structured surface, and (c) a side view of the evaporating meniscus formed between
two pillars within the unit cell.
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Using this framework, we are able to study two key mechanisms that have not been previously
considered in existing analytical models for CHF on structured surfaces. The first of these is the
competition between wicking and evaporation from the liquid layer underneath the bubble; based
on this balance, the dry spot diameter, and in turn the CHF, is calculated. The second issue
addressed is that existing CHF models assume linear wicking behavior, whereas in reality, liquid
is wicked radially underneath the bubble during boiling. Allred et al. [24] noted that the volumetric
rate of radial wicking does not follow the Washburn-type square-root law as in linear wicking.
Therefore, in order to accurately predict CHF during pool boiling, the radial wicking of liquid in
structured surfaces must be considered.

2.2 Model formulation
Two components contribute to the critical heat flux on structured surfaces: the CHF for a flat
 , and the structure-induced CHF enhancement qCHF,s
 , such that
surface qCHF,f
 = qCHF,f
 + qCHF,s

qCHF

(1)

In the present work, the Dhir-Liaw model [25] that accounts for the effect of the contact angle
 . The apparent contact angle on structured surfaces is calculated
on CHF is used to calculate qCHF,f

using the equilibrium contact angle at room temperature [26], and is substituted into Dhir and

Liaw’s model. The structure-induced CHF enhancement qCHF,s
is calculated based on the

competition between wicking and evaporation.
Following the mechanism introduced in Section 2.1, the balance between wicking and
evaporation requires the volumetric rate of wicking to equal the volumetric rate of evaporation
following  w =  e . The volumetric wicking rate  w is calculated based on inward radial flow in
a porous medium. The continuity equation gives

1 
( rur ) = 0 . The momentum balance is
r r

described with Brinkman’s equation [27]

   2ur 1   ur   dPl 
+
r
−
− u =0
  z 2 r r  r   dr K r

(2)

At the edge of the bubble (r = d b 2 ), the liquid pressure is equal to the bulk liquid pressure,

P r =d

b

2

= P0 . At the dry spot, liquid pressure deviates from the bulk liquid pressure according to
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P r =d

dry

2

= P0 − PC . A non-slip boundary condition is applied on the base surface ( ur

z =0

= 0 ) and a

free surface boundary is applied at the liquid-vapor interface ( ur z z = H = 0 ). The mean wicking
front velocity dR dt is determined as

dR
1
=
dt  H



H

0

ur ( z, R ) dz , and the volume of the liquid

(

)

(

) 

wicked into the structures at any instant is Vw =  H d b2 4 − R 2 . The volumetric wicking rate,
 w = dVw dt , is therefore derived as


2 PC KH  tanh  K H
w =
1−
 ln ( d b d dry ) 
 KH


(3)




The details of the derivation of Equation (3) are included in Section S1 of the Supplementary
Material. While K represents the viscous resistance from the micropillars, the term in the square
brackets, 1 − tanh


(

 KH

)(

)

 K H  , accounts for the viscous resistance from the base


surface. An effective permeability defined as K B = K 1 − tanh


(

 KH

)(

)

 K H  is


introduced to represent the resistance to the flow from both the micropillars and the base surface.
We note that the volumetric wicking rate depends on the departure bubble diameter d b . Based on
the balance between surface tension forces and buoyancy, the departure bubble diameter increases
with increasing receding contact angle [28, 29]. While this trend is clearly observed at low heat
fluxes in experiments, it becomes less obvious at higher heat fluxes [30]. Therefore, the effect of
the receding contact angle on departure bubble diameter during CHF is not considered in the
present work. The departure bubble diameter is approximated as d b = RT 2 [22], where RT , the
critical wavelength of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, is defined as RT = 2  lv g lv [1].
It is evident from Equation (3) that the volumetric wicking rate is dependent on the details of
the structured surface as well as the dry spot diameter d dry . A characteristic wicking rate that is

(

)

independent of the dry spot diameter is introduced as  w,ch =  w ln d b ddry . Allred et al. [24]
defined the superhydrophilicity metric,  = PC KH , where the capillary pressure PC drives the
liquid flow and the inverse of the permeability K −1 represents the strength of the viscous resistance
to the flow from the structures. Here we extend the definition of the superhydrophilicity metric to
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include the effect of viscous resistance from the base surface, as   = PC K B H . Using this modified
*
superhydrophilicity metric, the characteristic wicking rate can be represented as  w,ch = 2  .

 as a function of the characteristic wicking rate  w,ch for
Figure 2 plots the critical heat flux qCHF

experimental data from the literature on pool boiling on square micropillar arrays [2, 3, 7, 11]. The
wetting properties and geometric dimensions of the surfaces used in these references are
summarized in Section S2 of the Supplementary Material. These properties are used to calculate
the capillary pressure PC and effective permeability using the models described in Section 2.3
 can be observed with increasing  w,ch ,
below. A general monotonically increasing trend in qCHF

demonstrating wicking to be a key mechanism that enhances the critical heat flux. Each study
included in the figure considered a different structure, leading to the observed scatter in the data.
This scatter indicates that solely considering wicking enhancement is not sufficient to capture the
exact relationship between CHF and the surface structures.

Figure 2. Critical heat flux as a function of the characteristic wicking rate for water boiling on
square micropillar arrays.

The evaporation rate of the liquid layer underneath the bubble can be calculated as
2
 is the average volumetric evaporation flux from the top
 4 , where e,avg
 e =  ( d b2 − ddry
)e,avg

9

surface of the liquid layer. Based on the balance between wicking and evaporation,  w =  e ,
Equation (3) gives

(


2 KPC H  tanh  K H
1−
 ln ( d b d dry ) 
 KH


)  = 



4

(d

2
b

)

2
 .
− d dry
e,avg

(4)

The wicking flux  w and the evaporation flux e are defined by scaling the volumetric wicking
rate and evaporation rate with the area over which the effect is felt (viz. the bubble footprint) as

w =  w d b2 and e =  e d b2 , respectively. Following the definition of the characteristic wicking

(

)

 = 2 *  d b2 . A characteristic evaporation
rate, a characteristic wicking flux is defined as w,ch
 = e,avg
 4 .
flux is defined as the maximum evaporation flux in the limit of d dry → 0 , giving e,ch
Using the definition of the modified superhydrophilicity metric and the effective permeability,

(

)

Equation (3) is reduced to  w = 2 * ln d b ddry . The wicking flux can be obtained as

 ln ( d b ddry ) and the wicking heat flux is therefore
w = w,ch

 ln ( d b ddry ) .
qw = l hfg w,ch

(

)

2
 and
 1 − d dry
d b2 . Using w,ch
Similarly, the evaporation heat flux can be obtained as qe = l hfge,ch

 to denote the terms on the L.H.S. and R.H.S. of Equation (4), respectively, Equation (4) is
e,ch
reduced to
  d dry 

w,ch
= 1 − 


e,ch
  d b 

2

  d
 ln  b
  d dry





(5)

Equation (5) clearly shows the effect of the competition between wicking and evaporation on
the dry spot diameter. The R.H.S. of Equation (5) is a monotonically decreasing function of the
scaled dry spot diameter, d dry d b . Therefore, d dry d b increases with the ratio of the characteristic

 e,ch
 . When w,ch
 e,ch
  1 , wicking
wicking flux to the characteristic evaporation flux, w,ch

 e,ch
  1 ,
dominates and the dry spot diameter approaches zero ( d dry d b → 0 ). When w,ch
wicking is not sufficient to maintain the liquid layer underneath the bubble, and the dry spot
approaches the edge of the bubble ( d dry d b → 1 ).
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*
The critical dry spot diameter that satisfies the balance between wicking and evaporation, d dry

*
can be determined by solving Equation (5). With the calculated d dry , the CHF enhancement is

( )

( )

*
*
 = qw ddry
= qe ddry
determined by setting qCHF,s
, or

 =
qCHF,s


l hfgw,ch

(

*
ln d b d dry

)

  d * 2 
 1 −  dry  
= l hfge,ch
  d b  



(6)


With qCHF,s
known, CHF can be readily calculated using Equation (1).

2.3 Superhydrophilicity metric calculation

 depends on the modified superhydrophilicity metric,  * ,
The characteristic wicking flux w,ch
which is a function of the capillary pressure PC and the effective permeability K B . The capillary
pressure PC is calculated as the free energy change per unit volume for liquid wetting the surface
structures, i.e., PC = E V [23]. For a square micropillar array such as the case illustrated in
Figure 1 (b), the capillary pressure is calculated as follows

PC =

 lv D

 rs cos equ,b − lv ( cos equ,b − 1) rarea
2
P − D 4
H
2

(7)

The factor rarea is used to correct the wetted surface area when the micropillar array is not dense
enough to support a complete meniscus. For dense structures, H  ( P − D ) ( 2 cos  rec,b ) , and a
complete continuous meniscus can be formed on the structure leading to rarea = 1 . For sparse


 P2


structures, rarea is approximated as rarea = min 1,1 −
 . A variety of models have
2
2
4
P
−

D
4
(
)





been proposed to predict the permeability of square micropillar arrays [23, 31, 32], among which
the one by Yazdchi et al. [32] has been shown to agree with experimental results for square
micropillar arrays having both high and low porosities [33]. The capillary pressure calculated
based on Equation (7) and Yazdchi et al.’s permeability model are validated against experiments
from the literature [20, 24]. The detailed derivation of Equation (7) and a comparison of the
wicking characteristics with experiments are provided in Section S3 of the Supplementary
Material.
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2.4 Average evaporation flux calculation

 depends on the average evaporation flux from the
The characteristic evaporation flux e,ch

 . Figure 1 (c) shows a two-dimensional view of the liquid
meniscus in the surface structures e,avg
layer in a unit cell of a square micropillar array underneath a vapor bubble. The conduction
resistance in the solid pillar is neglected due to its high thermal conductivity. Therefore, an
isothermal condition is assumed along the pillar surface. The conduction path from the base surface
to the liquid-vapor interface is also neglected as the thermal conductivity of the solid pillar is much
higher than that of the liquid. The dominant thermal resistance includes the conduction resistance
in the liquid and the liquid-vapor interfacial resistance. The volumetric evaporation flux based on
an equilibrium meniscus is calculated as

 e,avg,equ

1
=
l hfg P 2



(

R* 1−sin rec,b

)

 ( D + 2 ( y ) ) hlv (Ts −Tv )

(

)

1+ ( hlv kl ) ln ( D + 2 ( y ) ) D ( D 2 + ( y ) )

0

dy

(8)

where  is the liquid thickness perpendicular to the pillar surface. In Equation (8), the evaporation

 2ˆ  hfg  v  M 
heat transfer coefficient hlv is defined as hlv = 

 .

 2 − ˆ  Tv  2 RuTv 
12

2

We note that Equation (8) calculates the volumetric evaporation rate based on the surface
profile of an equilibrium meniscus. However, it is known that the surface profile of an evaporating
meniscus deviates from that of the equilibrium meniscus. In Section S4 of the Supplementary
Material, the thin film evaporation model developed by Wang et al. [34] is used to analyze the
nonequilibrium effect on evaporation flux of a meniscus. A correction factor is proposed to account
for the effect of the nonequilibrium meniscus, which for water on hydrophilic surfaces with zero

(

)

(

)


 are the


 = 0.12 ln R*  c , where e,avg,equ
− e,avg
e,avg
receding contact angle is e,avg,equ
and e,avg
volumetric evaporation flux calculated based on an equilibrium meniscus and an evaporating
meniscus, respectively, and  c is the critical film thickness where the liquid-vapor interfacial
resistance is comparable with the conduction resistance, following  c = kl hlv . Details of the
nonequilibrium correction can be found in Section S4 of the Supplementary Material.

3. Results and Discussion
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3.1 Competition between wicking and evaporation

The structure-induced CHF enhancement qCHF,s
is a function of the size of the dry spot

underneath the bubble, which is determined based on the balance between wicking and evaporation
from the liquid layer under the bubble, as discussed in Section 2.2. To show the role of wicking
and evaporation in determining the size of the dry spot, the wicking heat flux q w (blue dashed
curve) and the evaporation heat flux qe (red solid curve) are shown in Figure 3 as a function of
the scaled dry spot diameter d dry d b , for water boiling on a square micropillar array with
micropillar diameter D = 5 μm, pitch P = 10 μm, and height H = 20 μm. The equilibrium and
receding contact angles at the boiling point are taken as  equ,b = 40° and  rec,b = 0°, respectively.
The wall superheat is (Ts − Tv ) = 25 K . Thermophysical properties of water at the boiling point
(viz. 100 °C at atmospheric pressure) are used in the present study, including surface tension  =
0.0589 J/m2, viscosity  = 2.822 x 10-4 Pa·s, enthalpy of vaporization hfg = 2.2×106 J/kg, liquid
thermal conductivity k l = 0.677 Wm/K, liquid density  l = 958 kg/m3, and vapor density  v =
0.554 kg/m3. The accommodation coefficient of water is usually in the range of 0.02 – 0.04 [35],
and a value of ˆ = 0.03 is used here. The wicking and evaporation heat fluxes are functions of the

(

 ln d b d dry
dry spot diameter following qw = l hfgw,ch

)

(

2
 1 − d dry
d b2
and qe = l hfge,ch

)

,

 and the characteristic evaporation flux e,ch
 depend
respectively, where the characteristic flux w,ch
on the structure geometry and wettability. As shown in Figure 3, the wicking heat flux q w
increases with the scaled dry spot diameter d dry d b , while the evaporation heat flux qe decreases
with d dry d b . As the dry spot diameter increases, the distance that the liquid must travel from the
bulk surrounding pool to the dry spot decreases, leading to a smaller viscous resistance and
therefore a larger wicking heat flux. On the other hand, the increasing dry spot diameter leads to a
smaller area for evaporation and therefore a smaller evaporation heat flux. A critical dry spot

( )

( )

*
*
*
= qe ddry
diameter d dry is determined from the wicking and evaporation balance qw d dry
.
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Figure 3. Comparison between evaporation heat flux qe and wicking heat flux q w as a function
of the scaled dry out diameter d dry d b for water boiling on a square micropillar array (D = 5 μm,
P = 10 μm, H = 20 μm,  equ,b = 40°,  rec,b = 0°, and (Ts − Tv ) = 25 K ).

*
While Figure 3 shows how the critical dry spot diameter d dry is determined for a specific

 and e,ch
 ), it is also important to
structure geometry and wettability (and thereby for fixed w,ch
understand the effect of the wicking and evaporation characteristics on the resulting CHF. To this

end, Figure 4 shows a contour plot of the structure-induced CHF enhancement qCHF,s
with varying

 and characteristic evaporation flux e,ch
 . When w,ch
 is much
characteristic wicking flux w,ch
 , the contour lines become parallel to the w,ch
 axis, indicating that the CHF
larger than e,ch

 . This trend can be

enhancement qCHF,s
is independent of the characteristic wicking flux w,ch

 e,ch
 → 
readily explained with Equation (5) and Equation (6) in Section 2.2. In the limit of w,ch
, wicking is strong enough to deliver liquid to the center of the bubble, leading to d dry d b → 0 ,

based on Equation (5). Consequently, in this limit, the CHF enhancement qCHF,s
converges to
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 based on Equation (6). Further increase in the characteristic wicking flux will not lead to
 l hfge,ch

 e,ch
 → 0 , on the other hand, the wicking flux is not
 . In the limit of w,ch
improvement in qCHF,s
sufficient to support evaporation from the liquid layer. As a result, the dry spot will expand to the
edge of the bubble ( d dry d b → 1 ), leaving no liquid layer underneath the bubble. Under this

 axis asymptotically, viz. qCHF,s


condition, the contour lines of qCHF,s
approach the e,ch
→ 0 . Based
 and large e,ch
 are required to achieve highly
on Figure 4, it is evident that both large w,ch
enhanced CHF using structured surfaces.

 [2, 3] are plotted in
Three representative experimental results for CHF enhancement qs,exp
 and e,ch
 are calculated based on the wetting properties and geometric
Figure 4, where the w,ch

 = 106 W/cm2 and qs,exp
 = 104
dimensions reported in these studies. The data points with qs,exp
W/cm2 correspond to square micropillar arrays with D = 4 μm, P = 7 μm, H = 16 μm, and D = 15

 = 106 W/cm2 falls in
μm, P = 21 μm, H = 32 μm, respectively [2]. The structure that yields qs,exp
 is significantly limited by wicking. The data point with qs,exp
 = 61 W/cm2
the regime where qs,exp
corresponds to a square micropillar array with D = 80 μm, P = 160 μm, and H = 20 μm [3]. This

 is strongly limited by evaporation and converges to
structure falls in the regime where qs,exp
 . The three representative experimental data points demonstrate a range of surface
 l hfge,ch
structures used in pool boiling experiments that fall into either the wicking-limited CHF regime or
the evaporation-limit regime.
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Figure 4. Dependence of the structure-induced CHF enhancement qCHF,s
on the characteristic

 . The white triangles denote three
 and the characteristic wicking flux w,ch
evaporation flux e,ch

 = 106
representative cases of experimental CHF enhancement data from the literature: qs,exp
 = 104 W/cm2 [2], and qs,exp
 = 61 W/cm2 [3].
W/cm2 [2], qs,exp

3.2 Microstructure design criteria for enhanced CHF
Using the CHF model developed here, a parametric study is performed to investigate the effect
of structure geometry on the CHF enhancement, using the square micropillar array shown in Figure
1 (b). The geometry of the micropillar array can be captured using the size of the micropillars and
two ratios including the diameter-to-pitch ratio D/P, and the height-to-pitch ratio H/P. Water is
used as the working fluid, with thermophysical properties as listed in Section 3.1. The wall
superheat is fixed at (Ts − Tv ) = 25 K . The effect of the nonequilibrium correction on the CHF
enhancement is described in Section S5 of the Supplementary Material.
To understand the effect of the micropillar dimensions on CHF, Figure 5 (a) plots the structure
induced CHF enhancement qCHF,s
as a function of the micropillar pitch P, for a fixed ratio of the

micropillar diameter, pitch, and height, D:P:H = 1:2:4. As shown in Figure 5 (a), an optimal

micropillar pitch exists at Popt = 23.4 μm where qCHF,s
is maximized. The structure-induced CHF

enhancement qCHF,s
increases with the micropillar pitch P up to an optimal pitch Popt at which
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is maximum, and then decreases with P for P > Popt. In order to understand the underlying
qCHF,s

mechanism of this optimal pitch for a fixed D:P:H ratio, Figure 5 (b) shows the characteristic

 (blue dashed line) and the characteristic evaporation flux e,ch
 (red solid line)
wicking flux w,ch
versus the micropillar pitch P. An increase in structure size (represented by micropillar pitch P)

 and smaller e,ch
 scales with the
 . The characteristic wicking flux w,ch
leads to larger w,ch

(

)

 = 2 *  d b2 , where  * = PC K B H . Because the
modified superhydrophilicity metric  * as w,ch
capillary pressure PC scales with the inverse of the structure size, and the effective permeability

 increases quadratically with the structure size.
KB scales with the square of the structure size, w,ch
 decreases with structure size due to the larger
Conversely, the characteristic evaporation flux e,ch

conduction resistance. Therefore, it is clear that the optimal pitch at which the maximum qCHF,s
is

reached results from the competition between wicking and evaporation in the liquid layer. This
optimal size separates the structure dimension into two regimes, viz. the wicking-limited regime

 , and the evaporation-limited regime (P > Popt) where

(P < Popt) where qCHF,s
increases with w,ch
 does not lead to enhancement in qCHF,s
 . Because the ratio of D:P:H is
a further increase in w,ch
fixed, the micropillar diameter D and height H scale with the pitch P, and Popt represents the
optimal size of the square micropillar array under this constraint.


Figure 5. Effect of the micropillar size on CHF showing (a) the CHF enhancement qCHF,s
and (b)

 and characteristic evaporation flux e,ch
 as a function of the
the characteristic wicking flux w,ch
micropillar pitch P for water boiling on square micropillar arrays (D:P:H = 1:2:4).
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While the above discussion on optimal structure size is based on fixed diameter-to-pitch and
height-to-pitch ratios, the dependence of CHF enhancement on these ratios is now explored.

Figure 6 (a) plots the structure-induced CHF enhancement qCHF,s
as a function of the diameter-to-

pitch ratio D/P of a square micropillar array. The height-to-pitch ratio is fixed at H/P = 2:1, and

the pitch is fixed at P = 10 μm. It is evident from the figure that qCHF,s
approaches zero in the limit

of D P → 0 as well as of D P → 1 because the micropillar array is reduced to a flat surface in

 (blue dashed line) and
both limits. Figure 6 (b) plots the characteristic wicking flux w,ch
 (red solid line) versus the diameter-to-pitch ratio D/P. As D/P
characteristic evaporation flux e,ch
increases, the capillary pressure PC increases due to the smaller radius of curvature (

R* = ( P − D ) ( 2 cos  rec,b ) ), while the flow permeability K B decreases due to smaller porosity (

 = 1 −  D 2 ( 4 P 2 ) ). The competition between the capillary pressure and the viscous resistance
 at an intermediate diameter-to-spacing ratio of (D/P)w = 0.28. As D/P
leads to a maximum w,ch
increases, the evaporative heat transfer area decreases, leading to a larger liquid-vapor interfacial
resistance. On the other hand, as D/P increases, the liquid film thickness in the meniscus decreases,
leading to reduced conduction resistance. This competition between the conduction resistance and

 at (D/P)e = 0.50. Because the structure-induced
the interfacial resistance leads to a maximum e,ch
CHF enhancement is affected by both wicking and evaporation in the liquid layer, the optimal

diameter-to-pitch ratio for the maximum qCHF,s
is found to be between (D/P)w = 0.28 and (D/P)e

= 0.50, at (D/P)opt = 0.39. Existing studies have reported the competition between the capillary
pressure and the viscous resistance in determining the wicking flux [23] and CHF [10]. Our model
further reveals that the competition between the conduction resistance and interfacial resistance of
evaporation in the liquid layer is also an important mechanism that leads to a non-monotonic
relation between CHF and the diameter-to-pitch ratio, which is expected to have a stronger
influence on CHF in the evaporation-limited regime.
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Figure 6. Effect of the diameter-to-pitch ratio D P on CHF showing (a) the CHF enhancement

 and characteristic evaporation flux e,ch
 as

and (b) the characteristic wicking flux w,ch
qCHF,s
functions of the scaled pillar diameter D P for water boiling on square micropillar arrays ( P =
10 μm and H/P = 2:1).

The effect of the height-to-pitch ratio H/P of the micropillar array on CHF enhancement is also
investigated, as shown in Figure 7 (a) for a fixed D/P of 1:2 and pitch of P = 10 μm. The value of

increases monotonically with the height-to-pitch ratio H P and asymptotes toward a
qCHF,s


constant qCHF,s
(dashed line) at high height-to-pitch ratios. The dashed line in Figure 7 (a)

represents the evaporation limit of CHF, calculated using Equation (6) at d dry d b → 0 , viz.
 = l hfge,ch
 , which gives qCHF,s

qCHF,s
= 188.5 W/cm2 for P = 20 μm and D P = 0.5. In order to

 (blue dashed curve) and
understand the trend in Figure 7 (a), the characteristic wicking flux w,ch
 (red solid curve) are plotted in Figure 7 (b) versus the heightcharacteristic evaporation flux e,ch

 increases nearly linearly with H P , the characteristic
to-pitch ratio H P . While w,ch
 is not affected by H P over the range of parameters investigated. The
evaporation flux e,ch
characteristic

wicking

flux

scales

linearly

with

the

superhydrophilicity metric

as

 = 2 * (  d b2 ) where  * = PC K B H . Because the capillary pressure PC and effective
w,ch
permeability K B only weakly depend on the micropillar height H , the characteristic wicking flux
scales nearly linearly with H. Such a near-linear trend between wicking flux and structure height
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was also observed in the experiments of Adera et al. [36] on wicking-driven evaporation in square

 , evaporation is not affected by the micropillar height unless the height is
micropillars. As for e,ch
so small as to not support a complete meniscus. As the smallest micropillar height investigated
here still satisfies the dense structure assumption ( H  ( P − D ) ( 2 cos  rec,b ) ), the characteristic
evaporation flux is independent of the micropillar height. As a result of the trends in the

characteristic wicking and evaporation fluxes, qCHF,s
increases with the scaled micropillar height

due to enhanced wicking. However, as discussed in Section 3.1, qCHF,s
is limited by evaporation

  e,ch
 . As shown in Figure 7 (b), when the micropillar height is large,
in the regime where w,ch
  e,ch
 , and qCHF,s

w,ch
becomes limited by evaporation, leading to the asymptotic increase in the
CHF enhancement in this regime shown in Figure 7 (a). We note that this discussion on the effect
of structure height on CHF enhancement assumes a condition where the structure is much smaller
than the bubble (viz. H  d b ). When the structure height is comparable with the bubble departure
diameter, bubble nucleation and growth may occur inside the structures [37].

Figure 7. Effect of the height-to-pitch ratio H P on CHF showing (a) the CHF enhancement

 as a
 and characteristic evaporation flux e,ch

and (b) the characteristic wicking flux w,ch
qCHF,s
function of the height-to-pitch ratio H P for water boiling on square micropillar arrays ( P = 10
μm and D/P = 1:2).
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Several key design criteria emerge from the parametric study of CHF enhancement on surfaces
with square micropillar arrays:
i)

For a fixed D:P:H ratio, an optimal structure size exists that maximizes structure
induced CHF enhancement qCHF,s
based on the competition between wicking and

evaporation; qCHF,s
is limited by wicking at a small structure size, and by evaporation

at a large structure size.
ii)

An optimal micropillar diameter-to-pitch ratio exists based on the competition between
capillary pressure and viscous resistance and the competition between conduction
resistance and liquid-vapor interfacial resistance. The wicking flux is limited by
capillary pressure at a small micropillar diameter-to-pitch ratio and by viscous
resistance at a large diameter-to-pitch ratio. The evaporation flux is limited by the
conduction resistance at a small diameter-to-pitch ratio and by the liquid-vapor
interfacial resistance at a large diameter-to-pitch ratio.

iii)

Increasing micropillar height-to-pitch ratio leads to larger CHF enhancement. This
effect plateaus with height-to-pitch ratio, and no significant enhancement is observed
at a height-to-pitch ratio above H/P = 20.

Although the above analysis is performed based on square micropillar arrays, the general
mechanisms revealed by the results – specifically the competition between the various transport
mechanisms – can be used to guide the design of other wicking structures. Furthermore, parametric
optimization for regular wicking structure geometries can be easily performed with the model
developed here, provided that accurate wicking and evaporation characteristics are available.

3.3 Comparison with experimental studies
The predictions from the CHF model developed above are compared with experimental data
in the literature for water boiling on square micropillar arrays [2, 3, 7, 11] in Figure 8. The modelpredicted CHF is calculated using the micropillar geometry, wettability, and material properties
reported in [2, 3, 7, 11], as listed in Section S2 of the Supplementary Material. A roughness factor
of rs =  2 is used to account for the roughness on the side wall of the micropillars fabricated with
deep reaction ion etching (DRIE) [16]. This comparison includes experimental data for water
boiling on various micropillar arrays having different surface coatings, including bare silicon (no
coating) [7], silicon oxide [3, 11], and gold [2]. The water contact angle at the boiling point (100
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°C at atmospheric pressure) is estimated following Chu et al.’s analysis of the effect of temperature
on the contact angle [38]. As shown in Figure 8, good general agreement is observed, with all of
the experimental data for these different surfaces collapsing to the model prediction line. A much
clearer trend is demonstrated between the experimental values of CHF and those predicted from
our model based on a balance between wicking and evaporation relative to the mapping of CHF
against the wicking rate alone in Figure 2. This demonstrates that the balance between evaporation
and wicking in the liquid layer underneath the bubble is a key mechanism that determines the
critical heat flux during pool boiling on structured surfaces.

Figure 8. Comparison between the wicking-enhanced CHF model from this work and experimental
pooling boiling CHF data, for water on square micropillar arrays.

4. Conclusions
A predictive model that accounts for the competition between wicking and evaporation in the
liquid layer underneath the bubbles is developed for the structure-enhanced CHF during boiling
on structured surfaces. A dry-spot diameter is calculated by balancing the wicking rate and
evaporation rate in the liquid layer underneath the bubble. The structure-induced CHF
enhancement is determined based on this dry spot diameter. The model builds on existing CHF
models based on wicking alone. In addition, the model also accounts for radial wicking behavior
underneath the bubble during boiling as well as the nonequilibrium meniscus profile within the
micropillar array. The model predictions are shown to agree with experimental CHF data for water
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boiling on micropillar arrays with different surface geometry and wettability, demonstrating the
expanded generality of the present model compared to existing CHF correlations and models.
A parametric study was performed to investigate the effects of the microstructure geometry on
the CHF enhancement for water boiling on square micropillar arrays using the model. Three design
criteria were identified for structure optimization to improve boiling critical heat flux. For a fixed
D:P:H ratio, an optimal micropillar size is identified at which CHF is maximized based on the
competition between wicking and evaporation. An optimal diameter-to-pitch ratio is also identified
based on the competition between capillary pressure and viscous resistance, as well as the
competition between the conduction resistance and liquid-vapor interfacial resistance. The
structure-induced CHF enhancement is found to increase monotonically with the micropillar
height-to-pitch ratio due to stronger wicking. However, this increase becomes insignificant for
very large height-to-pitch ratio where CHF is limited by evaporation. This model can be used to
guide the design of surface structures to enhance critical heat flux.
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